Fearless
performance
design

The organizational design
and planning platform for
a changing world

Orgvue is the organizational
design and planning platform
that helps you create a fearless
future. A future where you can
effortlessly see, design, plan
and monitor your organization.
One where you can quickly spot
trends, capitalize on opportunities
and plan for whatever comes
next. One where you can
engage the entire business in
your strategy.
The result? No matter what
the future brings, you can ensure
that every step you take is
made with total confidence.

“

No longer can enterprises think
of organizational planning as
the headcount line item in their
yearly budget. No, executives
and managers must think
more strategically about their
workforce as a framework for
driving innovation and improving
the bottom line. Orgvue is
addressing this sea change.
Conner Forrest,
Industry Analyst, 451 Research

Be more adept at adapting your organization
In a world of constant uncertainty and incessant
change, Orgvue combines and harnesses data
from multiple sources to ensure your organization
is fit for purpose both today and tomorrow.
Orgvue has been implemented by many of the
world’s most successful enterprises to:
> Align workforces to the overall operating plan
and business strategy
> Ensure the right people with the right
skills are doing the right work
> Understand the true cost of the workforce
today and what it will be in the future
> Balance investments with cost savings
to achieve the business plan
> Support the continuous planning required
for today’s pace of business

The Orgvue platform is purpose-built to deliver unrivalled
clarity on your organization. With Orgvue, you can adopt
a continuous planning approach that connects the workforce
to the work they do with the skills they have. It means
you can get the right people doing the right things at the
right time—not just some of the time, but all the time.

Enterprise organizational design and planning
See

Design

the organization’s hidden truths

the organization-as-a-system

> Rapidly import and clean data at scale

> Map positions, roles, activities and competencies

> Quickly build a baseline view of your workforce

> Model your future organization

> Analyze any dimension or measure in depth

> Manage multiple workstreams, securely

> Export to PowerPoint to share with your team

> Track implementation against ‘to-be’ design

See

Design

Monitor

Plan

Monitor

Plan

> Monitor actuals and forecast against targets

> Forecast supply over planning horizon

> Track in-flight initiatives in real time

> Simulate top-down view of demand

> Spot opportunities and risks early

> Model bottom-up demand at position level

> Recommend actions to stay on track

> Reconcile plans to align your business

performance continuously

your workforce from end-to-end

Our customers commonly use Orgvue for:
Transformation and
organization design

Workforce planning

Using accurate data to visualise the organization

including supply forecasting, top-down and

‘as-is’ and collaborating with stakeholders to model

bottom-up demand planning, plus fully integrated

the ‘to-be’ functions and manage the transition.

tracking all from a single platform.

Right sizing

Mergers and acquisitions

Creating an organization that’s fit for purpose

Completing merger integration, including

through operational efficiency initiatives. Cutting

assessing the workforce during due diligence,

costs and enhancing value by demising, redeploying

mapping people to new positions and tracking

and investing in the workforce, responsibly.

post-merger synergies.

Our fearless clients

And partners

Coming in summer 2022

Carrying out end-to-end workforce planning,

Customer stories
Reduced operating costs by $50m
We helped one client defend against acquisition by reducing
costs and improving operating margins to 18% by 2018, then
restore top‑line growth by 2020. Orgvue was used to:
> Simplify the organization in North America, Latin America and Europe
> Clarify roles within the organization’s matrix
> Build an internal Centre of Excellence

Accelerated post-merger integration from 36 to 18 months
We helped deliver a €4.4 billion acquisition by bringing
together 400,000 employees across 100+ countries and
different labor regulations. Orgvue was used to:
> Map the ‘to-be’ design of each function and model the new organization
> Redesign 670 job roles based on analysis of 450 activities
> Match people to new positions

Accelerated market expansion by redirecting
9% of FTE capacity to Asia
Our client doubled revenues to $4 billion with 30% of sales
in Asia. Hiring at speed (13,500 employees, 415 stores)
created complexity and inefficiency. Orgvue was used to:
> Aggregate global employee data to design an efficient operating model
> Forecast staff costs for budgeting and planning
> Strengthen accountability and decision making
Case studies are anonymized in this brochure due to the confidential nature of
Orgvue clients. More information and references are available on request.

Elevate your role in strategic business planning
Providing the data to support your approach, Orgvue enables you to:
> Speak in the language of finance on resources, costs and investments
> Build stakeholder engagement between your HRBPs and the rest of the business
> Respond immediately to questions on your current and future workforce
> Accelerate decision making on matters of your organization and workforce
> Drive your organization forwards with actionable insight

Welcome to fearless
performance design
When change is the only constant, unpredictability the
only guarantee and complexity makes clarity more elusive,
how can you plan your organization with confidence?
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